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Part Seven: Potential Local Impacts with a 
Focus on Specific Watersheds

• Flow and Timing
• Water and Power
• Temperature
• Erosion and 

Sediment
• Biota
• Fire
• Vegetation 
• Recreation

Reminder: this calculator product is not about predicting global warming as an 
inevitability. This section looks at a variety of issues specific to the Sierra. We are 
looking at the implications of global warming in the Sierra Nevada, and what kinds 
of changes might occur. All of the previous curves are not predictions that a 
particular level of warming will occur, or that precipitation will increase or decrease. 
Rather, the curves show response to a scenario condition.

This section was authored by Otis Wollan. This objective of this section is to provide 
an overview of many potential impacts. These possible impacts are drawn for the 
most part directly from climate change issues that are arising in the American River 
area, which is in the Placer County Water Agency District that Otis Wollan is elected 
to represent. The discussion of potential impacts departs from strictly hydrologic 
impacts, and point to the inter-relatedness of issues under stress and radical 
change. 
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Source: Union of Concerned Scientists

This slide addresses changes to runoff flow and timing from a general, state-wide 
perspective. 
Within this context of the effects of global warming in California’s Mediterranean 
climate, our focus will be specifically on the Sierra Nevada.
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French MeadowsGW Affects on 
Flow and Timing

The PCWA Middle Fork power system is composed of:
•Two major reservoirs: French Meadows and Hell Hole
•Three subwatershed diversions: Duncan Canyon, North Fork Long Canyon, South 
Fork Long Canyon
•Two smaller reservoirs serving as afterbays for power plants (and re-diversion)
The system generates over a billion kw hours per year, enough to supply 
approximately 120,000 households.

French Meadows reservoir is circled.
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French Meadows: Average Year, Yield vs. Warming Scenarios, with Yield Loss
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The French Meadows watershed global warming scenarios indicates the severity of change to runoff 
and timing that occurs with each degree of C. global warming in an average year. 

With GW, there is a progressive loss of spring flows after April 1, a progressive increase of winter 
flows, and progressive yield losses to evapotranspiration. 
Reservoirs will fill at an earlier time, summer base flow season will be longer.

The Issues:
Loss of operational flexibility will be experienced: 1)  there is simply less resource from yield loss, 
2) the need for increased flood pool in winter may increase, 3) aggravation of conflict between the 
flood control needs and water storage need, 4) hydropower supply will decrease. 
Longer demand season will occur, meaning that consumers of water (and power) will need more 
water under the warmed conditions for a longer season.
Yield losses at 4 degrees C. warming near 20% compared to baseline conditions.
Instream flow requirements may be increased due to warmer ambient air temperatures, warmer
water in the reservoirs (due to less snow melt and longer season of warming).
Water temp will increase (above) and have consequences to cold water fish habitat. 
Institutional barriers and constraints e.g. stipulations for season of diversion on water rights
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•If climate warms 4 degrees C and precipitation decreases by 25%,
runoff will be reduced 40-50%. What will discharge look like? 
What is the impact on water availability and power production?

•Will minimum release fish flows be adequate for the fishery?

•How much will water temperature rise? What effect will that have on 
the fishery? Will these effects become issues in FERC re-licensing?

The above release curves shows peak releases daily in summer for the purpose of 
generating electricity. Non-peak flows are reduced to 100 cfs fish flow levels.

How will this power/water system be managed for Global Warming?
In this case, in current conditions the system is managed for power supply, and 
water demand fits within the current power release schedule. Will this be continue to 
be the case? The Middle Fork American system is at the beginning phase of the 
FERC re-licensing process. Climate change scenarios will likely be part of that 
regulatory licensing.
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North Region: Average Water Year, T0 vs. T4, 
Rain-on-snow change in Elevations
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This slide shows North Region, average water year, with a 4 degree warming. The 
elevation interval of expected rain-on-snow events increases by 2300 feet. 

General implications are:
Runoff will shift from spring to winter season.
Rain-on-snow events will change stream channels due to increased stream power. 
Those streamflows are currently dominated by snowmelt processes with spring 
runoff as the dominant force of erosion. 
Peak flood magnitudes in winter will increase.
Stream power will increase.
Sediment load will increase.
This increases the possibility of stream channels “unraveling”, losing stability and 
rapidly adjusting to new conditions. 
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Case Study:
Conjecture of GW
Impact

Long Canyon
Elev. 4500-7200 ft

The following 4 slides are a site specific view of Long Canyon watershed, which is 
located immediately to the south of French Meadows watershed. 

This slide indicates the possible change in elevations of channels dominated by 
channel forming processes from rain-on-snow runoff that may be due to 1 degree C 
climate warming. In the headwaters of Long Canyon, there are channels that will 
experience shifts from snowmelt runoff to rain-on-snow runoff dominated processes. 
If, as has been asserted, there have been recent increases in global and mid-
latitude temperatures, the shifts such as are presented here, may be in progress at 
this time. If so, channels in, near, and downstream of the zone of shift (gold) may be 
experiencing increased floodflow regime, increased stream power, and increased 
sediment transport. These changing streamflow regime attributes can lead to 
progressive or catastrophic stream channel adjustments. These adjustments can 
include dramatic bank erosion and retreat, loss of low terraces, loss of riparian 
shading, increased channel width, increased coarsening of substrate, warming 
water temperatures, loss of aquatic habitat, increased surface flow discontinuity, 
etc. Examples are depicted in the following four slides/photos.
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Long Canyon creek is shown here in a relatively stable, pre-adjustment, channel 
morphology.
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This site is within 300 yards of the previous photo/slide.  The creek shows major 
disruption of channel morphology. 
With increased frequency and magnitude of rain-on-snow events, there is increased 
peak flood magnitude, increased stream power, increased sediment transport 
capacity, resulting in major channel geomorphic adjustments. 
This slide shows an example of catastrophic channel adjustments occurring at 
several locations on Long Canyon, characterized by: bank retreat, increasing 
channel width, increased substrate cobble size, subterranean flows in summer, 
increased water temperature, loss of aquatic habitat, and loss of riparian land 
values. 

This channel adjustment process is migrating downstream.
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Note the stream in these conditions has widened dramatically. There is no shade in 
the riparian corridor, contributing to warming of water temperatures. Stream 
connectivity is radically disrupted as the water flows through the substrate rather 
than on the surface of a stable stream bed. 
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Note original terrace height. The mound of rock on the left is a “sediment slug” 
deposited by the backwater from the un-eroded section. Large trees have been 
uprooted. 
This “blow-out” area is migrating downstream into the pre-adjustment stable stream 
environment, shown in the upper left of this photo as heavily wooded riparian 
corridor between the cut banks, where the viewer can see the stable stream area 
with riparian vegetation shading. 

The Long Canyon series of slides is included to emphasize the increases in erosion 
and other noted effects that will happen when the rain-on-snow zone in the Sierra 
migrates upslope due to climate change and temperature increase. Erosion and 
sedimentation is a natural function in the Sierra Nevada; climate change will 
accelerate this process, perhaps dramatically. This Long Canyon blowout is 
particularly intriguing because it is at the elevation zone that would have 
experienced a shift from reduced snow zone to increased rain-on-snow zone as a 
result of the one degree C warming that has occurred in the Sierra over the past fifty 
years. While there are many contributing factors to a situation like this one at Long 
Canyon, one contributing factor may be the increased perturbation due to warming. 
If increased temperatures are not directly influencing this particular situation, I 
believe it is safe to say that it represents the kind of increased erosion that we are 
likely to see with increased temperatures and the upslope migration of the rain-on-
snow zone to areas previously protected by a stable blanket of snow that melted in 
spring gradually as springtime runoff. 
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Turbine runner damaged by rocks. 
Sediment has filled rock traps in tunnels, 
and sediment now passes through 
unimpeded. Cost: up to $1M per year.

Long Canyon is diverted into the Middle Fork Power System, It was identified as 
one of the contributing factors to sediment entering the power system’s diversions 
and tunnels, which lead to the power turbines. The tunnels have “rock traps”, which 
are now full. Because the tunnels are under high pressure, it is not feasible to de-
water tunnels to routinely empty the rock traps. Sediment thus passes through the 
system, and hits the turbines. This turbine shows damage caused by being hit by 
sediment under pressure of 600 psi. The maintenance regime now calls for 
replacement of these turbines yearly, which cost over a half million dollars each, 
and require significant maintenance time to replace annually.
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Erosion and Sediment

The following slides show a series of analyses on the Middle Fork American River, 
which include the French Meadows and Long Canyon areas. 
The data for this GIS map used soil and slope parameters to assign relative risk to 
surface erosion resulting from loss of vegetation cover.
NRCS is data source.
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With global warming, greater rainfall intensity throughout is projected. 
Snowfall precipitation shifts to rainfall precipitation.

All of the standards for design standards and practices for culvert sizing, drainage 
infrastructure, etc are based on these existing rainfall-frequency-duration storm 
data. If these conditions change toward greater intensity in global warming, 
problems will arise from standards no longer be adequate to manage the runoff and 
flow.

NOAA is data source.
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Combining the previous two data sets reveals erosion hazard, which is the existing 
condition.

Global warming is projected to produce greater intensity of rainfall, and an uphill 
migration of rainfall precipitation (as opposed to snow). 
Expectations with global warming may include aggravated risk of soil erosion 
associated with the land practices, such as grading, timber harvest, and the results 
of catastrophic fire..
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Fire Ecosystem Management
Over the past century:
• Suppressed fire
• Managed toward dense, 

even age, fuel loaded 
stands

Unintended consequence 
= Catastrophic fire:

• Erosion
• Water quality impaired
• Flow and timing impaired

There is a nexus between forest management, fire, watershed management, and global warming. 

Forest management in the past one hundred years managed predominantly for the objective of 
timber production, which meant harvest, and replacement with even-aged stands. Lack of pre-
commercial and commercial thinning, due to economic constraints, have resulted in dense, fuel-
loaded forest stands. Fire suppression over the past one hundred years has prevented the potential 
management benefits of low-intensity fire at frequent return intervals. These conditions have resulted 
in fuel loaded forest conditions that far exceed the natural range of variability. The unintended 
consequence of the combination of timber management and fire suppression is vulnerability to 
catastrophic fire. Catastrophic fire then leads to further erosion, hydrophobic soils, water quality 
impairment, and impaired timing and flows.

An example of possible problems emerging from the shift of snowpack to rain-on-snow might be the 
maintenance of roads. Culverts at higher elevations were designed for winter snow and spring runoff 
conditions, not the higher winter flood flows of the rain-on-snow zone. It can be anticipated that the 
future in the changed condition will have impacts, need mitigation, and require replacement. Culverts 
and bridge crossings are known at these elevations to be major sources of sediment and stream 
impacts. Existing culverts may be consistently undersized. New culverts may have to be oversized, 
relative to today’s standards. 
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This fire is started in the American River Basin.
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Within hours, steep fuel loaded hillsides were burned out of control. Note flame 
length, compared to the height of fir and pine trees
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The result of catastrophically hot fire is a landscape subject to accelerated erosion.
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Sediment accumulated at the river level is carried downstream until it finds a 
location to settle out when stream velocity is low. It is usually a reservoir; this 
reservoir is part of the Middle Fork American River Power system.
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The Middle Fork American River Power system has been managed by PCWA for 
nearly fifty years. In the past 5 years, two of the reservoirs have required sediment 
removal, at a cost exceeding $2Million per project.
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This map shows vegetation and topography, and ranks them according to fire 
intensity.
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This map combines the previous slide/map “Wildland Fire/Potential Intensity” with 
“Erosion Hazard: Soil and Precipitation Parameters” (8 slides previous).
This prioritizes areas of forest practice vegetation management to reduce sediment 
production as a stressor to aquatic ecosystems . 
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Effects on Biota

National Geographic, September 2004

•Changes in frost days can force 
native plants upslope, allowing 
invasion of exotic species

•Disintegration of species cycles; 
e.g. bird hatching cycles no 
longer match caterpillar season

Note this as not a hydrologic impact, but a generic effect of global warming that is 
possible in the Sierra. 
These kinds of stressors can adversely affect forest management, and the 
ecosystem services offered by the watershed.
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Species Range Shifts
• 1000-1500m upslope movement since 

last glacial maximum.
• Dis-aggregation of species overlap 

areas 

(after Peters 1992)Dean Fairbanks, CSU Chico, Implications for Conservation

Dean Fairbanks at CSU Chico has done a lot of work on ecosystems in dramatic 
change. Often in global warming scenarios, forested areas are depicted s migrating 
upslope, or onto north slopes. Fairbanks shows that the unraveling of ecosystems is 
actually much less orderly than a gradual migration. The process is messy.
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Ownership Status
1
2
3
4

Dean Fairbanks, CSU Chico, Implications for Conservation

Particularly  vulnerable areas in 
Sierra Nevada for habitat 
discontinuity and disruption 
from global warming.

Endangered species issues 
and questions of refugia will 
become more critical.
Lake Tahoe

Wilderness areas
Protected area

National Forest
Private lands

Fairbanks has noted areas where checkerboard patterns of ownership, and 
alternating public and private lands, have differing management goals and 
jurisdictions. This discontinuity may make adaptive management of climate change 
conditions more challenging.
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Economic considerations: 
Flow Dependent Recreation

The following four photos show the Tunnel Chute rapid on the Middle Fork 
American River. This rafting run exists during the summer because of the releases 
of the Middle Fork Power System. If the Power System did not exist, the 
recreational run would be entirely dependent on spring peak flows.
Top of the rapid shown above. In the raft at left is Project Manager Otis Wollan, with 
colleagues.
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Whoops, better take a left turn!
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•MF American River 18 mile rafting run

•35,000 commercial customers per year at $200+ per person

•$7,000,000 annual direct local revenues

•Local currency circulation multiplier of 3X

•$20,000,000 local wealth circulated in the community

Climate change can have significant impacts on recreation. Earlier season spring 
runoff and reduced snowpack provides earlier season flows for recreation in shorter 
periods of peak release, because there is less water available. There is also less 
carrying capacity for recreation in early spring due to shorter day length, and less 
predictable weather. Summer carrying capacity for recreation is reduced due to 
reduced daily releases, in volume, length of release, or both.

One of the points of the last four slides is that all cultural elements and beneficial 
uses will have stakeholders, who will be interested in the changes in management 
that result from condition changes from global warming. A stakeholder dialogue 
process that can balance these interests is one strategy for adapting management 
to changing conditions. 

This example is but one, quite photogenic recreational use. Others include: angling, 
local riparian and contact water users (swimmers and bathers), casual floating 
(inner tubing and air mattresses), reservoir recreation which will be affected by 
different water levels (changing capacities and recreation values), cabin owners on 
lakes and reservoirs, etc. Often this spectrum of recreational users will have 
competing interests; the dispute resolution process could be complicated.

In the bullets cited above, this particular rafting run has a maximum use capacity of 
35,000 commercial users. At $200 plus per customer, there are $7 million in direct 
revenues. Indirect revenues often match direct revenues, with customers 
characteristically visiting area motels, shops and restaurants both before and after 
their rafting trip. Likewise, it has been shown that rural areas re-circulate dollars that 
are brought in from outside communities from 3 or more times In short such a
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Water Rights Impacts
• Water rights are based on historic hydrology, which may 

be changing
• Beneficial uses of stream may demand more water 

– Fisheries may require more water due to temperature increases
– Recreation may need increased volumes or timing of flows

• Beneficial uses of water diverted may change 
– Might be changes in season of need, shift in demand, or 

increase in demand due to temp. increase or longer season
• Seasons of allowable diversions are part of the rights
• Quantities of diversions are defined in the rights
• Institutionally, will this mean shorter terms?
• Are there impacts to existing adjudications?
• What will be the impact of over-appropriated watersheds 

on water rights?

Institutional impact could include changes in water rights. These rights are based on 
historic hydrology, which it appears from calculator results and other projections of 
the impact of climate change may change radically.

Changed conditions might also produce a greater demand. Some fisheries may 
require higher releases if water temperatures rise. Recreational uses might require 
a greater percentage of water released from reduced supplies in reservoirs in order 
to maintain local economic activity. These questions about how to balance 
beneficial uses in water management will be characteristic of climate change 
conditions.

See Part 8 for additional discussion of policy implications.


